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a Bayerisches

(Received 24 January 2013; final version received 10 May 2013)
We present a review of our recent work concerning the spin state of Fe2+ and Fe3+ in iron magnesium
aluminium silicate perovskite, the most abundant phase in the Earth’s interior. Experimental results obtained
using Mössbauer spectroscopy (with a radioactive source and a Synchrotron Mössbauer Source) and nuclear
forward scattering for a range of different sample compositions in both externally heated and laser-heated
diamond anvil cells show clear trends in the variation of hyperfine parameters with pressure and temperature.
These trends combined with reported total spin state measurements using X-ray emission spectroscopy on
samples of similar composition support the conclusion that Fe2+ undergoes a high-spin to intermediatespin transition near the top of the lower mantle and an intermediate-spin to low-spin transition near the
bottom of the lower mantle. No spin transition is observed to occur in Fe3+ for samples with compositions
relevant for the lower mantle.
Keywords: Mössbauer spectroscopy; spin transition; lower mantle; diamond anvil cell

1.

Introduction

The lower mantle, which constitutes more than half of the Earth’s volume, consists predominantly
of (Mg,Fe)(Si,Al)O3 perovskite (hereafter referred to as FePv), making this phase the most abundant in the Earth’s interior. The physical and chemical properties of FePv largely determine those
of the lower mantle, which strongly influences the dynamics and evolution of the Earth’s interior
through geological time. Although iron is a minor constituent, its ability to adopt different valence
and spin states can significantly influence the properties of FePv. Current models suggest that at
least half of the iron in FePv is Fe3+ ,[1–3] indicating that spin transitions in either Fe2+ or Fe3+
(or both) are relevant for lower mantle behaviour.
The perovskite structure is well known in many research fields and can incorporate more than
half of the elements in the periodic table. The structure contains two sites, a large dodecahedral
site (which is distorted to 8–12 coordination in FePv) (designated “A”) and a smaller octahedral
*Corresponding author. Email: catherine.mccammon@uni-bayreuth.de
† This contribution is part of the final report summarizing the results of the DFG-priority project SPP1236, which was
funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft from 2006–2013.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing possible electron configurations for Fe2+ and Fe3+ in the perovskite structure
occupying (a) the A-site and (b) the B-site.

site (“B”). The A-site is primarily occupied by Mg2+ , while the B-site is dominated by Si4+ and
is the preferred site for Al3+ . Fe2+ occupies exclusively the A-site, and while Fe3+ can occupy
both the A-site and the B-site, for lower mantle compositions where Al3+ is also present and
occupies the B-site, Fe3+ is observed to occupy exclusively the A-site.[4]
The distribution of d electrons of Fe2+ and Fe3+ in the A- and B-sites of FePv determines
their individual spin states [5] (Figure 1). In the high-spin (HS) state the electrons are distributed
among the maximum number of orbitals possible, while in the low-spin (LS) state the electrons
occupy orbitals with the lowest possible energy. An intermediate-spin (IS) state where electrons
are only partially spin-paired can be stable in particular coordination environments.[6]
A number of experimental methods have been used to study the nature of spin transitions
in FePv. X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) provides a measure of the number of unpaired
d electrons through the intensity of a satellite peak on the low energy shoulder of the main
emission line [7] and has been used by many groups to investigate spin transitions involving iron
in various compositions of FePv.[8–15] All of these studies observed a decrease in the unpaired
spin density of iron in FePv, although there is no general consensus as to whether Fe2+ or Fe3+
or both are involved in the spin transition(s). To resolve individual contributions to the unpaired
spin density, Mössbauer spectroscopy can be used to track changes in hyperfine parameters as
a function of pressure and/or temperature. The method can be applied in the laboratory using a
radioactive source, or at a third-generation synchrotron.[16] The former enables measurements to
be performed in the energy domain, while the latter provides the opportunity for measurements in
both the time domain (nuclear forward scattering (NFS)) (e.g. [17] and references therein) and the
energy domain (Synchrotron Mössbauer Source (SMS)).[18] In this paper, we summarise results
of our recent Mössbauer work on FePv and present a new appraisal of hyperfine parameters and
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Table 1.

Chemical composition and experimental details of samples investigated using Mössbauer spectroscopy.

Composition
Mg0.88(1) Fe0.12(1) Si1.00(1) O3 pv
Mg0.86(1) Fe0.14(1) Si0.98(1)Al0.020(5) O3 pv
Mg0.82(1) Fe0.18(1) Si1.00(1) O3 pv
Mg0.60(3) Fe0.40(3) Si0.63(3)Al0.37(2) O3 pv
Mg0.60(3) Fe0.40(3) Si0.63(3)Al0.37(2) O3 pv
Mg0.828(18) Fe0.208(13) Si0.911(23)Al0.059(2) O3 pv
Mg0.946(17) Fe0.056(12) Si0.997(16) O3 pv
Mg0.82(1) Fe0.18(1) Si1.00(1) O3 majorite
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Fe3+ /Fe

Species present

P range

T range

Ref.

15(3)%
30(5)%
17(5)%
80(5)%
70(5)%
50(5)%
20(5)%
10(3)%

A Fe2+ ; A Fe3+ ; B Fe3+ ?

0–89 GPa
0–55 GPa
0–130 GPa
3–93 GPa
4–78 GPa
26–122 GPa
4–75 GPa
2–52 GPa

300–800 K
300–700 K
300–1000 K
300 K
300 K
300 K
300 K
300–670 K

[19]
[19]
[20]
[22]
[22]
[22]
[22]
[21]

A Fe2+ ; A Fe3+ ; B Fe3+ ?
A Fe2+ ; A Fe3+ ; B Fe3+ ?
A Fe2+ ; A Fe3+
A Fe2+ ; A Fe3+
A Fe2+ ; A Fe3+
A Fe2+ ; A Fe3+

[8] Fe2+ ; [6]

Fe2+ ; [6] Fe3+

pv, perovskite.

their relation to iron spin state to produce a more comprehensive picture of iron spin state in the
lower mantle.

2.

Experimental methods

Our studies involved measurements of FePv with different compositions at a range of pressure
and temperature conditions, which are summarised in Table 1. Samples were loaded into diamond
anvil cells (DAC), where some incorporated a resistive heater, and some were mounted on a stage
enabling laser heating; further details are given in the original references.[19–22]
57
Fe Mössbauer spectra were collected at Bayerisches Geoinstitut using a constant acceleration Mössbauer spectrometer equipped with a high-specific activity point source (500 μm active
diameter) with 370 MBq nominal activity. The velocity scale was calibrated relative to α-Fe. 57 Fe
NFS data were collected on the Nuclear Resonance beamline (ID18) [23] at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) during operation in 4-bunch and 16-bunch modes with the
beam focused to ∼10 × 10 μm2 using a Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror. 57 Fe Mössbauer spectra were
collected using SMS methodology on beamline ID18 at the ESRF during operation in 7/8 + 1
multibunch mode with the beam focused to ∼10 × 10 μm2 using a Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror. The
linewidth of the source was controlled before and after each measurement using K2 Mg57 Fe(CN)6
(single-line absorber) and the velocity scale was calibrated relative to α-Fe. Further details of the
SMS methodology are given in the literature.[18]
Mössbauer spectra were fitted using the program MossA.[24] A Lorentzian source lineshape
was used for Mössbauer spectra collected using a radioactive source, while a normalised squared
Lorentzian source lineshape was used for SMS spectra.[25] The full transmission integral was
used for conventional Mössbauer spectra of thick samples and for all SMS spectra. Conventional
constraints for quadrupole doublets were used (component doublet widths and areas constrained
to be equal), except in the case of preferred orientation, where the effect was more prominent
in SMS spectra due to the polarised nature of the source. For these cases, the component areas
were allowed to vary, with all area ratios of doublets within a single spectrum constrained to be
the same based on the reasonable assumption that the principal directions of the electric field
gradient (EFG) for Fe2+ and Fe3+ for both sites of the perovskite structure are the same based on
its crystallography. NFS spectra were fitted using the program MOTIF.[26]

3.

Results

The starting point for the interpretation of spin states in Mössbauer and NFS spectra of FePv are
the hyperfine parameters (centre shift (CS) and quadrupole splitting (QS)) corresponding to the
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Figure 2. Room temperature Mössbauer spectra of FePv: (a) Mg0.91 Fe0.09 SiO3 at 0 GPa showing two different
quadrupole doublets arising from HS Fe2+ (grey, dark grey) (data from [30]); (b) Mg0.91 Fe0.09 SiO3 at 0 GPa and 80 K
where low temperature changes the relative areas of the two quadrupole doublets arising from HS Fe2+ (grey, dark grey)
(data from [30]); (c) Mg0.91 Fe0.09 SiO3 at 74 GPa dominated by high QS Fe2+ (grey) (data from [19]); (d) Mg0.82 Fe0.18 SiO3
at 130 GPa dominated by low CS Fe2+ (grey) (data from [20]); (e) Mg0.6 Fe0.4 Si0.63Al0.37 O3 at 2 GPa dominated by HS
Fe3+ (grey) (data from [22]); (f) Mg0.6 Fe0.4 Si0.63Al0.37 O3 at 93 GPa dominated by HS Fe3+ (grey) (data from [22]).
Spectra (a)–(d) were collected using a radioactive source, while (e) and (f) were collected using SMS methodology. Area
asymmetry in (e) and (f) is due to preferred orientation of the sample coupled with the polarised nature of the SMS. All
spectra were collected at 300 K unless otherwise noted.

different components and their trends with pressure and temperature. All components observed
at ambient conditions are taken to correspond to HS configurations.
Mössbauer spectra of FePv dominated by HS Fe2+ show two main absorption peaks at ambient
conditions (Figure 2(a)). Although the simplest fit of the HS Fe2+ absorption is a single quadrupole
doublet, many studies report the presence of broadening, asymmetry and/or distinct shoulders on
the main peaks that indicate the presence of more than one discrete set of hyperfine parameters.
The best fits have been obtained using two doublets with similar CS but slightly different QS values (one < 2 mm/s and one > 2 mm/s), and all studies made at ambient temperature and variable
temperature report that the relative intensity of the doublet with larger splitting increases with
decreasing temperature (Figure 2(b)).[27–30] Increasing pressure also appears to have a similar
effect as decreasing temperature on the relative intensities [19,21]; however, the individual intensities of the HS Fe2+ doublets become difficult to resolve above ∼ 30 GPa due to the appearance
of a new component.
The quadrupole doublet (hereafter referred to as “high QS Fe2+ ”) that appears above ∼ 30 GPa
in FePv Mössbauer and NFS spectra has a narrow linewidth and CS similar to that for HS Fe2+ ,
but significantly higher QS (> 4 mm/s). The intensity of the high QS Fe2+ doublet increases
rapidly with pressure until it dominates Fe2+ absorption above ∼ 50 GPa (Figure 2(c)), and it
is stabilised with increasing temperature as shown by Mössbauer and NFS spectra collected
during DAC experiments involving external and laser heating.[19,21,31] Notably the high QS
Fe2+ doublet has been observed in all high pressure nuclear resonance studies of FePv containing
Fe2+ ,[10,19–22,31–34] even though its interpretation is still the subject of discussion (see below).
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At even higher pressures (> 115 GPa), another new component appears in Mössbauer and NFS
spectra of FePv that is associated with Fe2+ , because its intensity grows with increasing pressure at
the expense of the high QS Fe2+ doublet (Figure 2(d)).[20] Increasing temperature also increases
the stability of this new component (referred to as “low CS Fe2+ ”), where all Fe2+ in FePv was
observed to transform to low CS Fe2+ at 120 GPa and 1000 K.[20]
Mössbauer spectra of FePv dominated by HS Fe3+ show two main absorption peaks at ambient
conditions (Figure 2(e)). In the case where Fe3+ occupies exclusively the A-site (A Fe3+ ), HS
Fe3+ absorption in all spectra can be fit at ambient conditions to a single quadrupole doublet
with CS ∼ 0.4 mm/s and QS ∼ 1 mm/s.[22] Similar hyperfine parameters for HS Fe3+ in the
B-site (B Fe3+ ) have been reported from NFS spectra.[34] However, the Mössbauer spectra of
FePv samples with low Fe3+ / Fe and B Fe3+ can be complicated by the presence of Fe2+ –Fe3+
electron delocalisation across the A Fe2+ –B Fe3+ shared face,[35] which can result in a doublet
with CS and QS values intermediate between Fe2+ and Fe3+ .[29,36]
The hyperfine parameters of the A Fe3+ doublet change negligibly with increasing pressure,
despite the appearance of the high QS Fe2+ doublet above 30 GPa.[22] Even at the highest pressures reached, A Fe3+ absorption does not change significantly from its appearance at ambient
conditions (Figure 2(f)). For B Fe3+ absorption, several groups have reported an increase in QS to
values of up to 3 mm/s occurring at pressures variously between 20 and 70 GPa (depending on
the study).[13,14,34]

4.

Discussion

4.1. Spin state assignments
The relative areas of Mössbauer components can be used to calculate the total spin state (i.e. average number of unpaired d electrons) based on the different possibilities for assigning doublet
components to spin state. Here, ST = Sn × An , where Sn is the spin number assigned to the nth
doublet with relative area An , and the sum is over all n doublets. The calculated value of ST can
then be compared with the value of ST determined independently for similar FePv compositions
using XES.[8,9] These calculations were performed based on the hyperfine parameters taken
from 94 Mössbauer and NFS spectra collected between 0 and 110 GPa at room temperature for
six possible models: assignment of the high QS Fe2+ doublet to HS, IS or LS and assignment
of the weak Fe3+ doublet to either HS or LS.[19] Of these models, one fits the XES data almost
exactly (high QS Fe2+ assigned to IS and Fe3+ assigned to HS), a second gave ST values that
were only slightly different to XES data (high QS Fe2+ assigned to IS and Fe3+ assigned to LS),
while the other four models (involving the high QS Fe2+ doublet assigned to either HS Fe2+ or
LS Fe2+ ) gave ST values that were totally inconsistent with XES data. Further support for the
assignment of the high QS Fe2+ doublet to IS Fe2+ is provided by the observed stabilisation of the
high QS Fe2+ doublet at high temperature and high pressure,[19,21,31] which is consistent with
XES measurements on an FePv sample with similar composition at 108 GPa and temperatures up
to ∼ 3000 K that shows a total spin state near one.[31] Hence, the most plausible assignment of
the high QS Fe2+ doublet based on experimental studies is IS Fe2+ .[12,19,31]
The appearance of the low CS Fe2+ component above 115 GPa (Figure 2(d)) coincides
with a large decrease in spin density shown by XES measurements on Fe2+ -rich FePv.[8,12]
This component is therefore assigned to LS Fe2+ .[12,20]
The hyperfine parameters of the A Fe3+ doublet do not change significantly with pressure up
to at least 122 GPa; hence, A Fe3+ is inferred to remain in the HS state throughout this pressure
range.[22] Other studies on FePv with B Fe3+ present report changes in the NFS spectra, a decrease
in cell volume, and a decrease in the total spin state observed using XES at pressures variously
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in the range 20 and 70 GPa (depending on the study).[13–15,34] These results support an HS–LS
transition in B Fe3+ . However, Fe3+ is expected to occupy only the A-site in lower mantle FePv
due to the presence of Al3+ (which preferentially occupies the B-site),[4] which would rule out
the presence of an HS–LS transition of Fe3+ in the lower mantle. Some studies have suggested
that the reduced volume of LS B Fe3+ could lead to a redistribution of Fe3+ from the A- to the
B-site, hence causing an HS–LS transition [13–15]; however, this possibility has been ruled out by
repeated laser annealing of several FePv samples at high pressure that showed that Fe3+ remains
on the A-site in FePv even at lower mantle conditions.[22]
4.2. Comparison with theoretical calculations
Parallel to the experimental studies of FePv spin state at high pressure, theoretical calculations
have been carried out to determine the stable spin configurations of Fe2+ and Fe3+ in the perovskite
structure.[37–48] As summarised in a recent review,[49] theoretical calculations of Fe3+ in FePv
are broadly consistent with experimental results, predicting a stable HS configuration for A Fe3+
at pressures throughout the lower mantle, and an HS–LS transition in B Fe3+ at pressures roughly
similar to those reported in experimental studies. Many theoretical studies have predicted an HS–
LS transition of Fe2+ at very high pressures,[37,40–43,45,47] even though transition pressures
vary depending on a number of factors including the choice of exchange-correlation energy.[46,49]
In contrast to the HS and LS states, the existence of IS Fe2+ has been extremely controversial.
No theoretical calculations of Fe2+ in FePv have ever found any Fe2+ IS configurations to be
stable,[50] and alternative explanations have been given in some experimental reports for the
decrease in satellite peak intensity observed in XES data,[8,9] such as an HS–LS transition
of minority Fe3+ [10,32,34] or an HS–LS transition of Fe2+ .[8,33] Several theoretical studies
have reported the presence of two different stable local atomic configurations of HS Fe2+ in the
A-site where QS values > 3 mm/s have been calculated for the configuration that is stable at
higher pressure.[44,45] However, such an assignment of high QS Fe2+ to HS Fe2+ is difficult to
reconcile with the decrease in satellite peak intensity observed in XES data [8,9] and, based on
our results, would require either the presence of impurities in samples examined using XES or a
reinterpretation of the XES data.
4.3. QS and spin state
The hyperfine parameter ranges of Fe2+ and Fe3+ from high pressure measurements of FePv
provide further insight into their site and spin state assignments (Figure 3). A useful comparison comes from analogous high pressure measurements carried out on a sample of majorite [21]
(Table 1), since the majorite structure (which is based on the garnet structure) contains [8] Fe2+
(i.e. dodecahedral coordination), [6] Fe2+ and [6] Fe3+ (i.e. octahedral coordination). The remarkably high QS values for the IS Fe2+ doublet in FePv are similar to those for HS [8] Fe2+ in majorite
(Figure 3), which has led to suggestions in the literature that the high QS Fe2+ doublet in FePv
must correspond to the HS state. However, as demonstrated by Narygina et al.,[21] the origins of
the QS values for FePv and majorite are quite different.
Briefly, the QS is determined by two factors: (a) a lattice contribution which is proportional
to the EFG produced by electrons in atoms adjacent to the absorbing nucleus and (b) a valence
contribution which is proportional to the EFG produced by the valence electrons of the absorbing
nucleus.[51] For Fe2+ electron configurations with one or more unpaired d electrons, the valence
contribution to the EFG is usually an order of magnitude larger than the lattice contribution;
hence, the valence contribution dominates QS.[51] For [8] Fe2+ in majorite (which has the same
electronic structure as the Fe2+ S = 2 case in Figure 1(a)), the main contribution to the EFG
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Figure 3. Hyperfine parameter ranges of FePv and (Mg,Fe)SiO3 majorite from Mössbauer spectra collected at 300 K
and pressures up to 120 GPa. Data are taken from [22] (solid circles) and [21] (open circles); details of composition and
pressure ranges for each dataset are given in Table 1. Ranges for FePv and majorite are shaded light grey and dark grey,
respectively.

arises from the unequal population of the lowest energy orbitals (eg ), which is proportional to
their energy difference, δ1 (Figure 1(a)). The value of δ1 can be determined from the temperature
dependence of QS [52] and was calculated to be ∼ 1500 cm−1 for Mg0.82 Fe0.18 SiO3 majorite.[21]
This value for Fe2+ is extremely high compared with the ground state splitting for other silicate
minerals [5] and explains the extremely high value of QS observed for [8] Fe2+ in majorite. In
contrast, the value of δ1 for HS A Fe2+ in FePv (which has the same electronic structure as [8] Fe2+
in majorite) has been estimated from optical absorption spectra to be only ∼ 500 cm−1 .[35] This
lower value of δ1 results in a lower value of QS, as seen in Figure 3 for HS A Fe2+ . Indeed the range
of experimentally observed QS values for HS A Fe2+ nearly covers the values found in theoretical
calculations of HS A Fe2+ [44,45,49]; hence, the two different local atomic configurations of HS
A
Fe2+ predicted by theory may correspond to the two doublets shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b),
where the doublet with higher QS becomes more stable at both reduced temperature and elevated
pressure, the latter according to theory predictions.
In the case of IS A Fe2+ , the lower lying eg levels are completely filled; hence, it is the asymmetry
caused by the splitting of the upper t2g levels (δ2 ) that determines the QS (Figure 1(a), S = 1).
Optical absorption spectra show that the upper level splitting (δ2 ) in FePv is significantly higher
than the ground-level splitting (δ1 ),[35] consistent with observations for Fe2+ in many other
minerals.[5] QS for IS A Fe2+ should therefore be larger than that for HS A Fe2+ ,[21] which is
consistent with experimental observations (Figure 3).
The relative magnitude of QS values for [8] Fe2+ and [6] Fe2+ in majorite can also be explained
by the above considerations. The electronic structure of the former is the S = 2 configuration
in Figure 1(a), while for the latter it is the S = 2 configuration in Figure 1(b). The relatively
low distortion of the six-fold site in majorite leads to a low value of δ1 ,[5] compared to the
significantly higher value of 1500 cm−1 determined for the eight-fold site. This difference in δ1
values is reflected in the lower QS values observed for [6] Fe2+ in majorite (Figure 3).
In the case of HS Fe3+ , the valence contribution to the EFG is zero due to the symmetric
distribution of the five d electrons among the five d orbitals (Figure 1); hence, QS is determined
solely by the lattice contribution.[51] To a first approximation, the lattice contribution provides
a measure of the degree of distortion of the atomic environment; hence, the higher QS values of
HS A Fe3+ in FePv compared to [6] Fe3+ in majorite can be taken to indicate a larger distortion of
the A-site in the perovskite structure compared to the six-fold site in majorite.
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Figure 4. Distribution of iron spin states in FePv in the lower mantle based on our experimental results.[19–22] The
HS, IS and LS states of Fe2+ are indicated by yellow, green and blue, respectively, while the post-perovskite phase is
indicated by orange. Fe3+ in FePv is predicted to remain in the HS state throughout the entire lower mantle (colour online
only).

In the case of LS Fe2+ , the S = 0 electron configuration (Figure 1) implies a negligible valence
contribution to the EFG, and hence a low value of QS (Figure 3). In contrast, the highly asymmetric
electron distribution of the LS state of Fe3+ (S = 1/2 configurations in Figure 1) is predicted to
give a high value of QS. This is consistent with experimental observations of QS values in the range
2–3.5 mm/s [13,14,34] and theoretical calculations of QS values in the range 2–3 mm/s.[48]
4.4. Spin state model for the lower mantle
The results from our experimental studies can be used to construct a more comprehensive model
for iron spin state in lower mantle FePv (Figure 4). The Fe2+ HS–IS transition in FePv starts at
relatively low pressure (∼ 30 GPa) and the Fe2+ IS state is stabilised by increasing temperature
[19,21]; therefore, HS Fe2+ is expected to occur only at the top of the lower mantle. The effect of
temperature on the HS–IS transition of Fe2+ in FePv is observed to be greater than the effect of
composition [19]; hence, downgoing slabs in the uppermost lower mantle are predicted to contain
more HS Fe2+ compared with the surrounding mantle owing to their lower temperatures, whereas
areas of mantle upwelling are inferred to contain more IS Fe2+ owing to their higher temperatures
(Figure 4). The Fe2+ IS–LS transition in FePv starts at high pressure (> 100 GPa) and the Fe2+
LS state is stabilised by increasing temperature [20]; therefore, LS Fe2+ is expected to occur only
at the bottom of the lower mantle. In hot regions such as upwelling plumes, the IS–LS transition
is predicted to take place at shallower depths, while in cold regions such as those expected in the
case of large accumulations of subducted material, FePv is predicted to transform to the postperovskite (Ppv) phase (reviewed by [53]). If a double crossing of the FePv–Ppv transition occurs
as proposed just above the core–mantle boundary,[54] the Ppv phase is predicted to transform to
FePv containing LS Fe2+ .[20]

5.

Conclusions and outlook

Our work has shown that for lower mantle FePv, there are profound changes in Mössbauer and
NFS spectra of FePv that can be explained by changes in the spin state of Fe2+ , while no spin
transitions occur in Fe3+ . These results are consistent with electrical conductivity studies that
show a conductivity drop in Fe2+ -rich compositions, but no drop in those rich in Fe3+ ([22] and
references therein), and combined with recent results reporting the influence of Fe3+ in elastic
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wave velocities of FePv,[55] they may provide improved constraints for forward modelling of
electromagnetic data as well as for joint inversion of electromagnetic and seismic data.
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